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First Friday Networking, December 7, 2018 
9-11 a.m. Coco’s,  

7887 Madison Avenue, Citrus Heights 
Bring Market Leads & Marketing Tips 

Carolyn Grellas 
9-Time Pushcart Prize Nominee & 
Author of 14 Books & Chapbooks 

Tips on Writing, 
Publishing & Widening 

Your Audience 
Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas’ work has 
appeared in many publications and 
anthologies. She is a nine-time Pushcart 
Prize nominee and a six-time Best of the 
Net nominee. In 2012 her chapbook, 
Before I Go to Sleep won the Red Ochre 
Chapbook Contest. In 2018 her poem A Mall in California took 2nd place for the 
Jack Kerouac Poetry Prize.  

Author of numerous chapbooks and full-length poetry collections, Carol also 
edits of The Orchards Poetry Journal and serves as a member of the 
Sacramento Poetry Center Board of Directors and the Saratoga Author’s Hall of 
Fame. From her varied experience, Carol has amassed a lot of information on 
writing, publishing, and widening one’s audience. 

Among her recent books and chapbooks: In the Making of Goodbyes, Clare 
Songbird Publishing House (2018); An Ode to Hope in the Midst of 
Pandemonium, Main Street Rag (2018); and Things I Can’t Remember to 
Forget, Prolific Press (2017). She has more collections due out in 2019. 

Her recent awards include:  Best of the Net Nominations, “After the 
Miscarriage," Chantarelle’s Notebook 2018; and Pushcart Prize Nominations 
“Confessions at Midnight,” Clare Songbird Publishing House 2018, and 
“Motherless,” Sheila-Na-Gig 2016. 

According to family lore, Carol is a direct descendant of Robert Louis 
Stevenson! 

http://SacrementoWriters.org
http://SacrementoWriters.org


A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Love is Worth the Investment  

by Kimberly Edwards 

Make 2019 a great writing year.  

For many years I didn’t put money into my own 
writing development. Then one day I decided that 
I deserved it because writing is something I love. 
Now I make decisions based on my writing needs 
as long as I can afford it. Belonging to our club is 
a good step. So is participating in a critique 
group. Then there are classes to take, 
conferences to attend, coaches under whom to 
study, and writers’ retreats to attend. Obviously I 
can’t do all these things. So how to decide what 

to pursue?  

I ask:  

-What do I need?  

- Where can I get the help I need? 

-What format does the help come in and what format gives me the best lasting learning (i.e. 
online vs. in-person)? 

-What’s holding me back – money, fear or insecurity, inability to travel out-of-town, etc.? 

Honest answers are important. If we don’t know the answers, we may end up doing nothing or 
find ourselves at an expensive conference, when what we need are sessions with a mentor 
providing feedback and direct instruction.  

How does one find out what his or her writing needs are? I ask a few colleagues/club members/
people I trust to read my work. They don’t have to be experts on analyzing writing, but as 
readers they can point out where they get confused or start losing interest: the opening, 
characterization, premise, overall structure, inadequate research, elements of scene. Gleaning 
clues to our writing needs can help us to forge a path to progress.   

Outside of those close to us, is there any better use of time and money for something we love?



Poetry 
Corner
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Evening Primrose 

By John Clare 

When once the sun sinks in the west, 
And dewdrops pearl the evening's breast; 
Almost as pale as moonbeams are, 
Or its companionable star, 
The evening primrose opes anew 
Its delicate blossoms to the dew; 
And, hermit-like, shunning the light, 
Wastes its fair bloom upon the night, 
Who, blindfold to its fond caresses, 
Knows not the beauty it possesses; 
Thus it blooms on while night is by; 
When day looks out with open eye, 
Bashed at the gaze it cannot shun, 
It faints and withers and is gone.

John Clare (1793-1864) was known in his 
time as the “Northamptonshire peasant 
poet”, who celebrated the countryside 

and sorrowed at its disruption.  His 
poetry was re-evaluated in the late 20th 
century, and he is now often seen as an 
important romantic poet.  He was born 
into poverty in rural England, where his 

tenant farmer family shared a cottage 
with other farm laborers.  He was 
severely malnourished as a child and 
only attended school until age 12.  His 
first book of poems was sold in an 

attempt to save the family farm 
tenancy, and some of his poetry was 
self-published and hawked (marketed 
and sold).  Clare was constantly torn 
between the worlds of literary London 

and his illiterate neighbors; between the 
need to write poetry, and the need for 
money to feed and clothe his wife and 7 
children.



Dakota Coe (New CWC Sacramento Member):  
“I write Steampunk.” 

I write steampunk, also called "Gothic Victorian Futurism" which has 
elements of both fantasy and science fiction.  My particular version 
of steampunk is more fantasy and less science fiction -- no doubt 
because I love reading the former and less so the latter (although I 
used to be an engineer, and I try to keep the science real).   
  
Steampunk is a cult concept that builds upon a foundation 
combining the allure of the technical design ingenuity (think of the 

appeal of the steam railway locomotive) of the industrial revolution (1820-1840ish), and the 
fashion and high society of the Victorian Era (1837-1901).  The steampunk concept starts on this 
platform and progresses into a future that is not the one we know, with the internal combustion 
engine and electronics, but an alternative reality with unrealized futuristic technology such as the 
"airship" and steam-powered machinery.  This future is still very much based on steampunk's 
foundational principles.  Use Google to conjure images for Steampunk, and then throw in the 
words “technology” and “airship” as well to get a flavor for how extensively this cult concept has 
been developed by our contemporary community of artists. 
  
I use a parallel universe concept to place contemporary characters into the universe of 
steampunk, and to contrast the “what is” vs. “what could have been under different 
circumstances”.  My writing is not about steampunk, however.  Steampunk is merely the 
backdrop and a source of contrast, conflict, and action.  There are several other things going on 
in my writing.  At this point it may help to explain that my wife is a wheelchair user, a former Mrs. 
Wheelchair California.  She was in the Peace Corps and has accomplished a great deal in her 
life.  My wife and I met volunteering for the same disability-serving charity.  Leaving aside any 
parallel aspirations to write non-fiction, in the world of fiction I am interested in including solid 
characters with disabilities (as well as other diverse characters) who are portrayed in a positive 
light – i.e. NOT fix-me characters, but real go-getters.  Steampunk provides a perfect venue for 
these characters.  The industrial revolution society may have marked an era of tremendous 
ingenuity, but it was not known for its attention to health and safety.  If you've read Jack London's 
People of the Abyss (a non-fiction set in London in 1902, and my favorite of all his works), you 
will have a good sense for the dark side of steampunk, which my characters must battle to 
overcome. 
  
My protagonist finds herself in a strange world, not knowing how to get back, aligning herself 
with a team of unique friends.  Together they overcome social, physical, and fantastic challenges 
against all odds.  There are also the more traditional elements of fantasy that this parallel 
universe (based on the real scientific concept of string theory) invites.  Perhaps this will be the 
start of a series called "Airships and Dragons".   
  
And that should just about do it for a teaser!
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IN BRIEF 

Permanent Nametags 
may be ordered from Jenifer Rowe 
at meetings or on website 
[www.cwcsacramentowriters.org] 

First Friday Networking, December 7 
9-11 a.m., Coco’s, 7887 Madison Ave., 
CH 
Bring Market Leads & Marketing Tips 

NO luncheon meeting in December 

CWC Sacramento Holiday Party, Dec. 
9 
2-4 p.m., Old Spaghetti Factory at 
Nimbus 
Winery (same parking lot as 
Cattlemens) 

First Friday Networking, January 4, 
Coco’s 
Wes Turner 
Editor, Novelist, Short Story Author 
Social Media Can Do: Enhance Your  
Author Image 

Saturday Luncheon, January 19, 
Cattlemens 
Early Bird Share 10:15: Pen Names, 
Wendy Tokunaga, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Developmental Editor, Novels, Memoir, 
Queries & Pitches 
Give the Editor What She Wants, 
Special Presentation: 1:30-2:30  
Making Every Word Count  
by Published CWC Members 
$25 guests, $15 members (40% off), 
includes lunch 
Cattlemens, 12409 Folsom Blvd., 
Rancho Cordova 

Coming Soon!    
CWC Sacramento 2019 
Memoir Writing Contest   ($$ Prizes) 
Submissions January 1 – April 30 
Members: $20, Non-members: $30
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NEW 

MEMBERS 

MEMBER NEWS 
Ann Chehak’s second book about a guy and a gal, with a bit of 
mystery, is due to be released by the publisher.   The Flying 
Horse Caper will be available soon.  Her third book is being 
written, and will portray the world of chess tournaments, 
past and present. 

Sandra S. Navarro’s third book is available on Amazon.  It’s 
titled Visiting Great-Grandpa Read’s Victorian House.  She 
used her own line drawings as the illustrations.

Members who joined in November: 
Bob Irelan – author of Angel’s Truth: A Teenager’s Quest for 
Justice, a five-star Kindle book on Amazon 

Robert (Bob) Nelsen – who enjoys writing fantasy, humor, and 
literary fiction 

Charles Roberts & Cheryl Romo – Our Coco’s visitors have 
joined our membership.  Cheryl is interested in both fiction 
and non-fiction; Charles in military history and non-fiction. 

Kimberly Wiley – a doctor at Kaiser Vacaville who recently 
moved back to the Sacramento area.  She also attends 
meetings of the Sisters in Crime and is working on a cozy 
mystery. 

Kate Zarrella – interested in non-fiction and children’s books.  
She is the Creative Director at Calling Card Books, a hybrid 
publishing company.  [callingcardbooks.com] 



Topic: An inside look at how a book deal really works - Jennifer Chen Tran and Dierdre Wolownick 
• Jennifer is with Bradford Literary Agency as an agent for fiction and non-fiction (“Closed” now) 
• Dierdre, author of: "The Sharp End of Life" being published in May; mother of climber Alex Honnold. (“Free 

Solo”, documentary of Alex climbing El Capitan, in theaters now. 

General Thoughts, 30-Step Handout, Q&A: 
• It typically takes 12-18 months for a book to be published after an offer is made. 
• The handout for this topic was adapted from Jody Rein & Mike Larsen's book: How to Write a  Book Proposal: 

A Step-by-Step Guide; this presentation is slightly biased toward non-fiction. 
1. Write your proposal (for non-fiction) or finish your manuscript (fiction).   

2. Decide whether you want to submit to a big or small publishing house, and whether you want to hire an 
editor before submitting to agents, or submit the book on your own: If you are approaching a Big 5 publisher 
you must have an agent who will submit your work.   

3. Research literary agents or small publishers. 
4. Key step: Send your query to literary agents:   

1. Can be an in-person pitch at a networking event (as was the case with Dierdre's book); tenacity is 
important to success, you won't get published unless you are persistent.  

2. Your work must be well be organized, researched, and ready. Have a good hook/angle. 
3. Other ways to find agents: #DBPit, #MSWL (where editors and agents list what they're looking for), 

Jeff Herman's QueryTracker (directory of agents), Facebook interest groups. 
5. One or more publishers or agents ask to see your proposal:  If you get more than one offer, make sure the 

agent is a good fit for you.  Goals and long-term vision aligned. 
6. If an agent has requested your proposal, send it and honor any request for an exclusive. 
7. Receive offer of representation.  (Let other agents know you have an offer of representation.) 
8. An editor (or several editors at different houses) reviews your proposal, likes it and takes the proposal to 

committee /other in-house employees: Sales team must like the book to go forward.  
9. Editor pitches to colleagues and editorial board.  Board approves, execs and finance department crunch 

numbers to determine size of advance to offer. (Yes, there is a formula).  
10. Editor makes you or your agent an offer to publish:  Don't be desperate for a deal - if it doesn't seem right, 

hold out for someone who you think will do a good job with your book. Ask them what their vision is for 
your book; what their distribution is; how they reach various bookstores. 

11. Agent negotiates deal terms.  Multiple offers require agent to strategize with the client.  Client always has 
the power to say yes or no:  Agent helps you negotiate the major deal points with the editor before even 
seeing the contract.  Author has power to say no/ push back on major points.   

1. You will never get approval rights from the publisher on the cover. 
2. Cover is really important. Publishers know what they are doing - you must trust them. 

12. Publisher sends you a contract.  Agent and you review contract and send back redline copy.  
13. Sign contract and receive first part of advance (payable as halves, thirds, etc.) 
14. You write your book (non-fiction) and/or deliver the manuscript to the editor. 
15. Assigned in-house editor edits your book. 
16. Back and forth between editor and you about improving your manuscript. 
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FOLLOW UP
First Friday Speaker, 
November 2, 2018:   
Jennifer Chen Tran  

& Dierdre Wolownick 
     by Dakota Coe
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Continued 
First Friday Speaker

17. Editor accepts your MS (manuscript). 
18. You receive next installment of the advance. 
19. Editor sends book to production department. 
20. Copyedit occurs, you respond to copy editor's comments. 
21. Art department creates or outsources interior design and cover for PB and HC jacket. 
22. Editor or in-house copywriter drafts copy for back cover or book jacket.  Editor sends to you or agent for 

input. 
23. Marketing/publicity team strategizes and implements marketing strategies (i.e. where on the list will it 

be published, trade vs. consumer strategy, marketing/promotion ideas, sales material for sales 
conferences, foreign strategy). 

24. Key step: Agent and publisher try to sell subsidiary rights:   
1. This includes audio rights these days. Having a good agent is key to managing rights. 
2. If the publisher has audio rights, they will produce the audio and distribute it.  However this does 

not guarantee that they will produce an audio book. 
25. Book and plans are presented to sales rep at sales meeting, to discuss distribution channels: 

1. The marketing and publicity happen late in the game.  Don't try to do all these things too far in 
advance of the book launch.   

2. Request reviews around 6 months in advance to come out at the time the book is published.  
3. It is a team effort to market the book.   
4. If you hate public speaking - get over it, book stores are only one small channel for selling. 
5. If you want to reach a younger demographic, you must be on Instagram, maybe Twitter. 
6. Pick only 2 or 3 online presences (e.g. author website, Instagram, Facebook author page, etc.) and 

do them well. If an agency or editor is interested in you, they will Google you right away. 55k 
followers on Instagram = a book deal.  This is an audience.  You will not get a deal unless a 
publisher gains confidence that they can move at least 10k copies of a book.  

26. Production department arranges for book to be printed. 
27. Publisher's warehouse receives book from printer, ships orders, and later receives returns. 
28. Prepublication promotion begins, review copies go out. Advance Reader Copies/ARC's for fiction. 
29. Critics review your book, publishing team (including you!) continues to promote the book:  
30. Your book is born!  (Party time!) 

  
Q&A:   Q: Is it hard for agents on the West Coast since the big publishers are back East?   

A: Significant publisher/ editor work is done remotely, so email/ phone is important.  

Q: Publicity - some publishers seem to do no publicity - how many deals get publicity?   
A:  Mixed experiences with smaller publishers, some publishers do not do well with marketing. You are 
the best promoter of your book.  Talk to people, send you publisher web addresses, market ideas, 
Amazon marketing categories/ideas etc. 
  
Q: What to expect from a publisher, acknowledging that publisher doesn't do all the work?   
A: PR is difficult to figure out. The publisher, if reputable, has professionals bringing marketing ideas to 
the table.  Backward engineer from your goal for the book: ask who will want to read it or who you want 
to sell it to, where they are, how to reach them.  You are part of a community of book sellers/libraries 
etc. who want to help you champion you book. If they want to do something for you, offer to help and do 
something for them. 
  
Q: How to get into the European market?   
A: Need to talk to a foreign agent/publisher.  Take a trip out there to talk to people.  If you have a 
niche, find out who is publishing in this space. 
  
Q: How do you stand out - e.g. in Fantasy fiction?  A: That is your job - create your niche.  
What makes your book different, why is it that only you can write this book?  "Voice" is key --people have 
to want to take a journey with you.  Play to your strengths.                 



Brooke Warner is publisher of She Writes Press and SparkPress. She is 
president of Warner Coaching, Inc., and author of Green-light Your Book, 
What’s Your Book? and three books on memoir. Brooke is a TEDx speaker and 
the former Executive Editor of Seal Press. She sits on numerous boards 
including the National Association of Memoir Writers, and is the current 
Chairperson of the Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA). Publishers 
Weekly carries a monthly column by Brooke. She also blogs for Huffington Post 
Books and hosts a new SheWrites podcast. 

Brooke worked in traditional publishing, but left when she realized that she 
was being told to accept material that she felt to be bad writing, and decline 
works which she considered promising. She notes that the publishing industry 
is in flux now. We should forget any dreams of red carpet treatment from a 
book deal with Random House.  She compares traditional publishing with 
Hollywood – betting on blockbusters and catering to a writer’s need “to be 
somebody”. Authors should probably have a 6- to 12-month plan for a 
traditional publishing deal, with a back-up for self-publishing. The past stigma 
of independent publishing being inferior to traditional is decreasing as new 
good indie, hybrid, and self-publishing businesses are being created. 

Brooke believes that hybrid publishing should be defined as an enterprise in which an author subsidizes part or 
all of the risk in exchange for higher royalties.  The IBPA has created nine points which delineate Hybrid 
Publisher Criteria.  [IBPA-online.org, or our website archive: sacwriters.org] Brooke talked about the first 
three points: 

1.  Vetting Process – There is a review of submitted materials and a selection process, versus a “vanity 
press” which accepts anything, or just a printing service. 

2. Some form of Active Distribution – Brooke found this process to be very important. She said that KDP 
on Amazon and IngramSpark are merely service providers (editing, covers, etc.). They provide 
fulfillment or availability of a product, but do not actively get a book into stores. 

3. Royalties – These are much higher with hybrid publishers, but the author must still do promotion and 
marketing. 

Brooke cautioned against using a KDP ISBN and advised authors to get their own ISBNs (e.g., purchase from 
Bowker, for each version of the book) and LCCN (Library of Congress Control Number, for your written 
content). She noted that a traditional publisher considers success to be sales of 10,000 copies, or enough to 
cover an advance to the author plus expenses.  A hybrid publisher may consider success to be 1200.  Hybrid 
publishers offer packages, tiers, or levels of help up front from a team of professionals for editing, cover art, 
design, etc.  They distribute and store books.  However, the author must do marketing.  She considers 
SheWritesPress to be in the middle of the price range, which varies from $3,000 to $12,000.  At the present 
time, SheWrites is not actively soliciting material; they are very busy with their current authors and referrals 
by word of mouth from previously published writers. 

There was a lengthy Q&A session. Brooke recommends buying several books from a publisher to see if you like 
what they do. Also consider looking up some of their authors on Facebook and contacting them with questions.  
She also notes that the site magicofmemoir.com has free classes for memoir writers.

FOLLOW UP
Third Saturday Meeting 

November 17, 2018 
What You Should Know About Hybrid Publishing 

Brooke Warner 
By Marcia Ehinger
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FOLLOW UP Third Saturday Meeting 
November 17, 2018 
“Early Bird” Talk 

By Marcia Ehinger
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Interviewing an Author by Mike Brandt 

Summary of handout by Marcia Ehinger.  Sample questions will be archived on CWC 
Sacramento website (cwcsacwriters.org). 

Things to Think About 

1.  Is there a specific reason for the interview, like a recent book release or topic of 
interest that the author is familiar with?  (Know you character in depth) 

2. Who is conducting the interview; where and purpose for the interview? 

3. What is the timeframe of the interview? 

4. Research the interviewer to be sure it’s not a set-up for failure. 

5. Is it a local television show (live, recorded?), radio, newspaper, magazine or 
podcast? 

6. Is it for a club newsletter, Facebook, Twitter, blog, or other social media? 

7. Is the interview by an agent, editor, or publisher related to the book market? 

Preparation Prior to the Interview 

1.  Prepare a short bio of yourself with a professional photo. 

2. Write a “storyline” for your current book or topic (approximately 25 – 35 words). 

3. Understand what the interview is about, but be prepared for any questions 
(including personal ones about yourself).



CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership (FY 2018-2019) 

Officers  
Kimberly A. Edwards, President  
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net  

First Vice-President/Programs  (vacant) 
   
Jerilyn Ring, Second Vice-President/Membership  
jerilyns@me.com  
   
Larry Mandelberg, Treasurer  
larry@mandelberg.biz  
   
Sandra Navarro, Secretary  
ssnavarro22@gmail.com  
   
Board of Directors  
Linda Champion, Outreach  
championwritingcreations@comcast.net  
   
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor  
mehinger@comcast.net  
   
Michele Wogec, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator  
mwogec@yahoo.com  
   
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator  
jenifererowe@gmail.com  
   
Consultants to the Board  
Lisa Deines Wiggins, Programs Advisor 
msdkicks@gmail.com  

Ted Witt, Pretty Road Press  
Marketing & Publishing  
   
Club Positions  
Ray & MaryAnn Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration  
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor & Saturday Meeting Registration  
Dale Manolakas, Print Media Coordinator  
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator  
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator    
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